Special Oﬀer
Buy Reason now and get four best-selling
plugins for free! That’s more than $350
worth of extra plugins included.

Buy Reason (full version*) between April 1 2019 and April 30 2019, and get over
$350 worth of best-selling plugins for free! That’s all you need to start making
music, and then some! Reason is easy to get started with, yet as deep as you want it
to be. Create, compose, mix and ﬁnish your music – Reason will help you along the
journey, from inspiration to mixdown.

Buy Reason 10 now, get all this for free:
FREE

FREE

Drum Sequencer $69

Umpf Club Drums $99

Lay down your best beats ever with Drum
Sequencer. Add this new Player device to any
instrument in Reason and get going with the
fastest and most creative drum production
tool you’ve ever used.

Create down hot, pumping, club-ready drum
tracks with this next-level dance music beat
production device that delivers everything you
need to make banging electronic beats in Reason.

FREE

FREE

Quad Note Generator $69

Parsec 2 $119

Unexpected, unpredictable, unanticipated,
unforeseen, from out of left ﬁeld or out of
the blue. Quad Note Generator is the Player
device that creates an endless stream of
musical ideas.

Parsec 2 brings the futuristic sound of additive
synthesis to the Reason Rack. With two independent
sound engines, up to 1024 oscillators per voice, a
wide range of sound sculpting tools, built-in eﬀects
and free modulation routing, Parsec won’t leave you
wishing when it comes to sonic horsepower.

How this works
Customers who purchase and register a qualifying Reason product before the oﬀer ends will get the
included Rack Extension instruments automatically added to their Propellerhead account. To download
the Rack Extensions, they just go to the account page at www.propellerheads.com, locate their Rack
Extensions tab and click ’sync all’.
*Oﬀer applies to Full version and Student/Teacher purchased new from an authorized dealer. Upgrade versions not eligible.
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